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FIGURES 1-4
Figure 1: Objective analysis of recordings. Forest Plot shows odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) of improved scores including overall median score (n=65)

Competence item
- introduction & signposting
- discuss the surgery
- explain adjuvant tmts
- discuss survival +/- PREDICT
- purpose of genomic test
- explain RRS +/- chart
- use analogies
- explain benefit of chemo
- explain harms of chemo
- allow opportunities to ask questions
- listen to patient's concerns
- provide sufficient information
- involve patient in the decision-making
- summarise the interview/next steps
- ask if any further questions
- use clear jargon-free language
- interview was well-structured
- median score
Figure 2: Odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) of improved scores for simulated patients’ assessment of communication behaviours including overall median score.
Figure 3: Odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) of improved scores for HCPs’ assessment of communication behaviours including overall median score.
Figure 4: Odds ratios of improved confidence levels post workshop

How confident are you discussing ...  
Prognosis with early breast cancer pts  
Endopredict/OncotypeDx scores  
Using analogies  
Low risk of recurrence scores  
Intermediate risk of recurrence scores  
High risk of recurrence scores  
Risk with pts from low socio-educational background  
Risk with pts from high socio-educational background  
Risk with anxious pts  

Odds ratio